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Abstract
This report intends to show a detailed scope of the multidisciplinary senior design project that is
NJECT-3D which in its entirety, involves the automation of the processes of 3D printing and
injection molding into one, cohesive unit. For this project to be completed successfully,
numerous factors needed to be executed correctly. Ultimately, consistent communication
between the three disciplines was of the utmost importance as this factor alone directly affected
many others. Upon this project’s completion, we found that although we had a functioning
machine, a few more weeks of troubleshooting and calibration would have yielded a much more
impressive and desirable result. Overall, given the scope and complexity of the project as a
whole, we consider NJECT-3D to be a success.
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1. Introduction
Last year in February of 2021, this group of mechanical engineering students along with a
separate group of electrical and computer engineering students all brainstormed the idea of
combining and automating the two processes of 3D printing and injection molding. Although
both processes are similar in their respective purposes in the industry of additive manufacturing,
combining the two creates a whole new world of opportunity in respect to rapid prototyping and
product development. The motivation and goal we had in mind as a collective was to create a
prototype 3D printer and injection molding machine then conjoining them using an automated
translational system. By doing this, we feel that we will be able to further expand the boundaries
of 3D printing and injection molding by bringing these typically separate processes together.
Given that FDM printing quality is ever-increasing, and the uses of 3D printing and injection
molding are expanding from traditional prototyping to actual industry use (such as medical,
electrical, and aerospace technologies), we have discovered that there is a definite market
opportunity for a product such as the one we aim to create. The expected end users would
include but are not limited to manufacturing and production engineers, plastics research experts
and professors, small scale entrepreneurship ventures, and general hobbyists interested in the
science and art of both 3D printing and injection molding.
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2. Design
2.0.1 Design Figures
2.0.1.1 Morphological Chart

7
Table 1 - Morphological
Chart for NJECT-3D.

2.0.1.2 Block Diagrams

Figure 1 - 3D Printer Function Block Diagram.

Figure 2 - Translational System and Oven Block Diagram.
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Figure 3 - Injection Molder Function Block Diagram.

2.0.1.3 NJECT-3D Objective Tree

Figure 4 - Objective Tree for NJECT-3D
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2.0.1.4 Process Flow Charts
Current Injection Molding Process

Figure 5 - Process Flow Chart of Current Injection Molding Process.

NJECT-3D Process

Figure 6 - Process Flow Chart of NJECT-3D
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2.0.2 Design Equations/Calculations
2.0.2.1 Rack and Pinion Torque
Motor:
𝑇 = 4.4 𝑓𝑡 ∙ 𝑙𝑏𝑓 (Torque Capabilities), 𝜔 = 50 𝑟𝑝𝑚 = 5.236

𝑟𝑎𝑑
𝑠

Pinion:
𝑁 = 15 𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡ℎ, 𝑑 = 15 𝑚𝑚 = 0.0492 𝑓𝑡
Calculating linear force:
𝑇
4.4 𝑓𝑡 ∙ 𝑙𝑏𝑓
𝐹𝑇 = 2 ∙ ( ) = 2 ∙
= 178.82 𝑙𝑏 ∴ 𝐹𝑇 ≈ 179 𝑙𝑏𝑓 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒
𝑑
0.0492 𝑓𝑡

2.0.2.2 Clamping System Deflection
Castigliano’s Theorem for Clamping System Deflection:
𝐹𝑇 = 179𝑙𝑏𝑓 ∙ 1.15𝑆. 𝐹 = 205.85 𝑙𝑏𝑓

Known:

ℎ = 5.5” … ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡
𝑏 = 1" … 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
𝑡 = 0.17" … 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐿 − 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡
𝑤 =

𝐹𝑇
= 37.43 𝑙𝑏⁄𝑖𝑛 … 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡
ℎ

𝐸6061 𝐴𝑙 = 10,000 𝑘𝑠𝑖 … 𝑌𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑔′ 𝑠 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠 𝑜𝑓 6061 𝐴𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑚
Moment and Moment of Inertia:
𝑀𝐴 = (ℎ/2 − 𝑡) ∙ 𝐹𝑇 = (2.75"-0.17") ∙ (205.85 𝑙𝑏𝑓)
∴ 𝑀𝐴 = 531.09 𝑙𝑏 ∙ 𝑖𝑛
𝐼=

1
1
(1)(5.5)3 = 13.8646 𝑖𝑛4
𝑏ℎ3 =
12
12
𝐸 ∙ 𝐼 = 138,646 ∙ 106 𝑙𝑏/𝑖𝑛3

Calculating Deflection:
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ℎ−𝑡

𝑌𝐴 = ∫
0

=

𝑀 𝜕𝑀
) 𝑑𝑥
∙
𝐸𝐼 𝜕𝐹

1 ℎ−𝑡
1
∫ (−𝐹𝑥 − 𝑤𝑥 2 − 𝑀𝐴 ) (−𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝐸𝐼 0
2
=

=

(

1 ℎ−𝑡
1
∫ (𝐹𝑥 2 + 𝑤𝑥 3 + 𝑀𝐴 𝑥) 𝑑𝑥
𝐸𝐼 0
2

1 1
1
1
( 𝐹(ℎ − 𝑡)3 + 𝑤(ℎ − 𝑡)4 + 𝑀𝐴 (ℎ − 𝑡)2 )
𝐸𝐼 3
8
2

So,
𝑌𝐴 =

1
1
1
( (205.85)(5.5 − 0.17)3 + (37.43)(5.5 − 0.17)4
6
138,646 ∙ 10 3
8
1
+ (531.09)(5.5 − 0.17)2 )
2
∴ 𝑌𝐴 = 0.0000001566" 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

2.0.2.3 Pressure Barrel Heat Transfer
Barrel (1018 steel):
Given:
𝑇∞ = 425 °𝐹 = 491 𝐾, 𝑇𝑠 = 400 °𝐹 = 477𝐾
𝑡 = 0.25" = 0.00635 𝑚
𝑘1018 = 51.9 𝑊/𝑚 ∙ 𝐾
𝑟2 = 0.0381 𝑚, 𝑟1 = 0.0254 𝑚
𝐿 = 0.0508 𝑚
Thermal Resistance of 1018:

𝑅1018 =

𝑟
ln (𝑟2 )
1

2𝜋𝐿 ∙ 𝑘1018

0.0381
ln (
)
0.0254
=
2𝜋(0.0508) ∙ (51.9)

∴ 𝑅1018 = 0.0245
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𝐾
𝑊

2.0.2.4 Crank Shaft Stroke
Known: 𝑠 = 180 𝑟𝑝𝑚, 𝑟 = 1.76", l=6.2", 𝑜 = 1.08”
𝛼 = [15°: 1°: 154°] → 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒
Calculating Stroke Length:
𝑥 = 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼) + √𝑙 2 − (𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼) − 𝑜)2 … Linear displacement
@ 𝛼 = 15° → 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (1.76)𝑐𝑜𝑠(15°) + √(6.2)2 − ((1.76)𝑐𝑜𝑠(15°) − 1.08)2
∴ 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 7.87"
@ 𝛼 = 154° → 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 = (1.76)𝑐𝑜𝑠(154°) + √(6.2)2 − ((1.76)𝑐𝑜𝑠(154°) − 1.08)2
∴ 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 4.02"
𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑘𝑒 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 7.87 − 4.02 = 3.85"

(Within operating range)

2.1 Expanded Design Brief
There is a need for a more efficient and cost-effective way to produce multiple new and complex
parts. The main technologies used in producing new and complex parts are 3D printing and
injection molding. 3D printers can effectively produce a singular new and complex part, but
cannot rapidly produce a large quantity of said parts. Injection molders can rapidly produce
multiple complex parts, but a new part requires a new mold which can be costly.
A major inhibiting factor with using injection molding to produce new parts is the molds used
within small to medium sized injection molders are produced using metal. The consumer is left
with two main choices of either, acquiring the machinery and knowledge to produce a metal
mold themselves, or to outsource the mold. It is worth noting that mold prototypes in many cases
need to go through several iterations of redesign and testing until the correct final production part
is achieved from the injection molding process.
With improvements in the capabilities of 3D printing and thermoplastics, we know it is possible
to efficiently connect these two technologies, exponentially decreasing the time and costs of
prototyping injection molded parts. We aimed to attack the production bottleneck of new
injection molded prototype and production parts. We utilized Ultem 1010 to print prototype
molds, easing the financial burden, opportunity cost, and time spent procuring machined molds
13

every time a new injection molded part is needed. Our goal was to combine both the strengths of
the 3D printer to produce individual customized parts, and the injection molder which can
rapidly produce complex parts with high resolution. The 3D printer was customized to print
molds of size 4x4” utilizing Ultem 1010 as the thermoplastic molds. The tabletop injection
molder was designed to indicate, receive, and clamp molds of 4x4” in size. Ideally, combining
these two processes will greatly reduce the total cycle time of the regular process in which a
mold is machined from metal, set within an injection molder, and injected into. The combination
of these two processes was automated to allow the consumer to spend as little time as possible
interacting with the system. A translational system is required to achieve automation and
symbiosis between the two, allowing the printed mold to be transported and inserted into the
injection molder without human intervention.
As the translation system moves from the 3D printing area to the injection location, it must first
pass though the high temperature annealing area. The annealing area must be able to reach
temperatures of three hundred, to four hundred degrees Fahrenheit for prolonged time periods.
Because of the high temperature, we elected to use ceramic fiber insulation around the whole
area to reduce heat transfer and maintain consistent temperature. The box had to be able to resist
warping at the high temperature so plexiglass lined with ceramic fiber insulation was chosen for
the main construction material. To provide the heat necessary, a conical resistor was used as it
allows us to completely close the mold into the heated chamber.
Bridging the gap between these two technologies, physically and metaphorically, will effectively
eliminate both systems’ innate weaknesses. The cost and speed at which one can rapidly
prototype impossibly complex but new parts are not up to current technological standards. Our
product will allow anyone from hobbyist creators to industry engineers to efficiently prototype
and produce a working injection molded part. Furthermore, once a prototyped mold has been
tested and proven to produce good injection molded parts, it can then be machined from metal
and used many thousands of times. Essentially, several final products can affordably and rapidly
be produced in low quantities before ever producing the one final product at high quantities.

2.1.1 Conceptual Design Phase
Dating back to February 2021, our group of five mechanical engineers another group consisting
of two computer programming and two electrical engineers held our first large group meeting to
discuss our initial selection of possible design projects. This initial selection ended with the
concept to produce a highly capable tabletop injection molding machine. Upon further
brainstorming, our groups decided upon scaling down the capabilities of the injection molder and
incorporating the use of 3D printed molds in an automated production process. Early meetings
were used to describe the three main systems which are the 3D printer, the Translational System,
and the Injection Molder. Most of our energy early on was solely dedicated to setting up power
transmission lines and standard requirements for all three main systems that both groups would
follow through the course of this project. After these guidelines were set, both groups dispersed
for their summer co-op rotations.
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Early on in the fall semester, our group of mechanical engineers set times for weekly meetings,
held every Friday. During one of our initial meetings as a group, we sat down and defined the
three main systems. The consumer problem being solved by creating our product is simply
removing the bottleneck between mold procurement and final injection molded parts. The
problems within each of our main systems however are separate from the consumer problem. To
help denote roles to important tasks, we broke up the three main systems into nine subsystems
where each group member is driving two projects.
Main and Sub Systems:
A. 3D Printer (4 Motors)
a. Frame (connected to translational system)
b. Extrusion system
c. Insulated heated chamber
B. Translational System (1 Motors)
a. Power screw for translation
b. Automated loading into clamping system
C. Injection Molder (3 Motors)
a. Frame
b. Base
c. Clamping System
d. Injection System (nozzle and barrel)
Following the layout of the main and sub systems, we began deriving the overall systems critical
design specifications.
Critical Design Specifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thermoplastic for 3D printed mold must have high resolution, strength, and glass
transition temperatures.
3D printer to be insulated to achieve the necessary mechanical properties of the mold to
prevent defects.
Pressure barrel material selection calculations.
Design and fitment of nozzle for 3D printer to minimize surface roughness and warpage.
Precise alignment of injection molder nozzle to mold opening channel.
Seamless integration of the translational system between the 3D printer and the injection
molder.
Cycle time.
Limit switches stop translational system in precise position to be indicated into injection
position and compressed.
An insulated chamber capable of reaching four hundred degrees Fahrenheit to completely
anneal the mold.
An insulated print chamber able to maintain a temperature of one hundred and forty, to
one hundred- and seventy-five-degrees Fahrenheit.
15

•

Safety requirements for injection molding machines (ANSI/Plastics B151.1-2017)

Upon further research of these critical design specifications, several base materials and
dimensions were able to be pre-determined. Two 3D printers were donated to our group and we
recycled a six by nine-inch build plate for use. For the three main systems bases, extruded
aluminum 80/20 was selected due to its affordability, stability, reusability, and recyclability. For
our mold requirements the best thermoplastic was found to be Ultem 1010. Ultem 1010 resin is a
high-performance polyetherimide (amorphous, amber and transparent) thermoplastic that
demonstrates high tensile strength alongside exceptional chemical resistance and thermal
stability. Due to the unique properties and composition of Ultem, a printed mold must be
annealed in a chamber at four hundred degrees Fahrenheit for approximately three and a half
hours. For cost reduction, mold dimensions were selected to be 4x4” based on the cost of Ultem
1010 to injection volume (See 3. Parts and Costs section).
Next, analyzing the main and sub systems, we detailed our main functions. From the broadest
standpoint possible while still retaining technicality, our machine can be broken down into six
(6) main functions: Printer Axis Translation, Printer Extrusion, Mold Annealing, Mold
Translation, Mold Clamping, and Injection Process. These main functions were conceptualized
to lay out the overall production process from 3D printer to injection molder and to serve as a
baseline for our more complex and detailed subsystems to fit into.
After pinpointing our project goals, critical design specifications, main and sub-systems, as well
as the main functions of operation, we began by laying out several design ideas in a
morphological chart (see 2.0.1.1 Morphological Chart) Throughout our initial brainstorming
sessions, we generated hundreds of different methods to produce a working, automated
combination of a 3D printer and Injection molder using our pre-determined materials and
dimensions. The utilization of a morphological chart was necessary to limit the near-infinite
design combinations down to a few selected accurate designs. Following integral relationships
that must be accounted for, depicted by the main functions, we produced a morphological chart
that narrowed our design selections to three possible designs. The results after analyzing the
morphological chart better helped our group visualize the different design methods of achieving
mold production, mold annealing, mold translation, mold insertion and clamping, and the
injection process.
Following the development of the morphological chart and selecting three possible design
combinations, further screening was needed to select the one true optimal design direction. To
screen the three selected designs, we developed an objective tree to set more accurate design
constraints (see 2.0.1.3 NJECT-3D Objective Tree). We then screened all the selected designs
using a weighted decision matrix. The goal of a weighted decision matrix is to distribute
weighted values to the categories within the objective tree and to compare our current design
selections to these criteria to find the best-fit design for our needs. Weighting factors (W) are
16

described through the objective tree, and rating/values (V) ranging from zero through five were
given to each of the selected design combinations. Then, multiplying W*V values and summing
the totals of each category yielded the designs weighted score. The three designs were scored
against each other, showing that design number one was best suited for our needs which became
the design concept that we moved to the embodiment design phase.

2.1.2 Embodiment Design Phase
Through conceptual design, our team had mostly finalized the designs regarding not just our
project as a whole, but also with respect to each subsystem. They were appropriated by using
Concepts of Design methodology such as design briefs, morphological charts, and objective
trees. 3D models had been constructed using SolidWorks and our team had begun assembly of
the subsystems into one seamless system.
Ultimately, the purpose of the embodiment design phase of the project is the finalization and
manufacturing of the design project. A plan of action had been put in place to essentially create a
road map for the full completion of this design project. Our team had our goals, a schedule,
materials needed, cost analysis, and other rough estimates laid out. We designed our road map in
an efficient way of completing our project. which is laid out in depth in our “Executed Design
Plan” section in this document.
The self-initiated design project we pursued is a very ambitious one, which is why we put forth
an extreme amount of planning into how we would navigate through the process. However, even
with this preparation there still arose some constraints to our design that limited our team in
reaching our ideal goals.

2.1.3 Executed Design Plan
To successfully complete this project in an efficient manner, it was important to divide the
project into the three main subcomponents as listed above. Once this was completed a hierarchy
was assigned based on complexity and need. It became easy to determine which components
should be started first and our focus became centered on the 3D printer. The framing was one of
the most vital components as the entire machine was connected through the frame and the overall
capabilities of our machine were reliant on it as well. With the translational axis being linked to
the length of the frame this became an important task to complete in the beginning since it would
also act as one of the directional axes for the 3D printer. From our background research, it was
determined that the insulation of the 3D printer was a vital component given the printing
requirements of Ultem 1010. With these three major tasks at the top of our list for completion
and importance, the design and manufacturing of the 3D printer began.
Given the ambitious nature of our project, we also began to work on the overall design of the
injection molder. The two main projects associated with this major system were sizing, fitment,
and the injection system. The fitment on the frame was crucial to creating a system that had to
work cohesively, and the design of the pressure barrel and the research involved was vital to
17

creating a system that consistently worked. With the combination of these tasks along with the
other tasks at hand, we were presented with five major tasks that would lay the foundation for
our project and would become the groundwork for its success.
Because of its low cost and easy ability to be cut and connected, it was pre-determined that the
frame should be entirely constructed from 80/20 extruded aluminum. This allowed for slight
variations in height and overall dimension if an unforeseen problem were to arise. Given the
popularity of 80/20 and its use in a wide variety of applications there were a lot of attachments
that helped integrate our subsystems seamlessly. Building an integrable frame allowed for easy
attachment to each of the other major components. It was ordered in ten-foot sections then easily
cut to the required lengths; this was done for all three major subsystems.
With the frame completely built, the 3D printer and conveyor system were assembled inside. The
3D printer internal system followed common guidelines for building a 3D printer in the gantry
style utilized. Assembling the internal components of the 3D printer was straightforward along
with the fitment inside the frame. The motors were mounted unconventionally along the top of
the printer protecting them from the raised ambient temperatures, this included the vertical and
horizontal axis control motors. A base plate containing the two extrusion motors, hot end, and
cooling fans were suspended from the top and guided by the lead screws and guide rods which
extend from the top to the bottom of the print chamber. The extrusion system was designed to
translate in a horizontal axis in-between the guide rods.
The translation axis acted as the y-direction axis inside the 3D printer and was assembled along
the bottom of the printer on a six-inch by nine-inch heated build plate. The translational guide
system would run completely under the printer allowing for six inches of complete travel, three
inches in each direction away from the center of the extrusion head. The conveyor system was
protected via insulation to protect the bearings from the elevated temperatures in not only the 3D
printed chamber at approximately one-hundred and seventy-five degrees Fahrenheit but
especially in the annealing chamber at temperatures of four hundred degrees Fahrenheit. The
conveyor system was protected via insulation to protect the bearings from the elevated
temperatures in not only the 3D printed chamber at approximately one- hundred and seventyfive degrees Fahrenheit but especially in the annealing chamber at temperatures of four- hundred
degrees Fahrenheit.
The annealing chamber was heavily insulated and initially constructed from sheet steel and a
high temperature heating element. It was designed to act as an intermediate step between 3D
printing and the injection molding process to ensure the maximum strength capabilities of the
printed Ultem 1010. It sat in between the 3D printer and injection molder as an intermediate step,
with mechanically opening and closing doors to retain as much heat as possible while allowing
travel through the chamber.
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After the annealing phase, the mold would then travel to the final process where it would be
injected with a lower grade thermoplastic. In order to complete this a single shot injection
molding machine was built to accomplish a proof-of-concept prototype design. To accomplish
this while also accomplishing the automation aspect, the injection molder was designed to fit our
3D printed molds perfectly and accept them directly from the build plate. This created a need for
seamless integration between the translational system and the injection molder-not a simple task.
The injection molder was built atop a single base plate machined from A36 plate steel. All
brackets, motors, indicating blocks, and the pressure barrel were connected to this same base
plate. The brackets were machined from aluminum L-shaped bar stock to the height required to
align the center of the nozzle on the end of the pressure barrel with the injection port in the mold.
The pressure barrel was machined out of 1018 low-carbon steel with black nitride coating being
used for post manufacturing. This material was chosen because of its low-cost and easy ability to
be machined, then paired with black nitride coating for its increased hardness and corrosion
resistance. These material properties were deemed to be the most vital because we needed to
maintain tight internal diameter tolerances, have a low friction force acting on the injection
dowel on the inside of the barrel, and maintain the material properties over a long period of time.
The pressure barrel was turned down to size on a lathe and bored using a one-inch diameter drill
bit. The throttling collar was turned down and tapered with a MS style turning insert to maintain
a smooth internal bore surface. The front one-third of the pressure barrel was further turned
down to one and a half inches to snugly fit a heating collar to melt the internal plastic efficiently
and effectively. The internal temperature was monitored using a k-type thermocouple to prevent
overheating and burning of the desired injection plastic, which ensures consistent material
properties from injection to injection.
The internal bore surface is an important quality issue that can’t be overlooked when consistent
injection is a requirement. This quality function is mirrored by the injection dowel that was
machined from the remaining 1018 carbon steel used in machining the barrel and collar. Both
systems are vital to ensuring consistent and repeatable quality in injection molds. It’s also
important to note that the dowel must be a material of lower hardness so it wasn’t black nitride
coated. The dowel and crank were driven by a DC brushed single phase motor with an upper
operating range of one-hundred and eighty-rpm and one-eighth horsepower.
The clamping system which compresses and indicates the mold into position is operated by a
ten-rpm motor. The motor directly drove a rack and pinion to press the mold clamp housing into
the desired position while offering enough force to accept and indicate the mold. Indication pins
were used to indicate and center the mold against the nozzle for injection.
The manufacturing complexity required to machine our own nozzle coupled with the low cost of
nozzles available in the market led us to purchase a standard sized injection molding nozzle. This
allowed for correct molten plastic flow rates given the desired injection plastic as well as
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increased capacity to manufacture other vital components that couldn’t be purchased. Because of
the standardization of current injection molding nozzles, designing the collar to accept a
purchased nozzle was a relatively easy task. Purchasing the nozzle also allowed for variation in
design, and given current supply chain issues, it guaranteed a cohesive injection system.

2.2 3D Printer
Regarding the nomenclature of any parts within this system, refer to 3D Printer Subassembly
for a detailed illustration.
The design of the 3D printer posed several challenges right away. Knowing the general required
print conditions of Ultem 1010 along with the cost and time constraints that came with the nature
of the project meant that the final design had to not only be low-cost, but also well insulated,
precise, and accurate. Given these design requirements a lot of effort went into sourcing either
free, or low-cost and easily obtainable materials that can be modified using basic manufacturing
methods.

2.2.1 Enclosure and Framing
The framing of the entire project was made and built from 80/20 Aluminum extrusion. This is a
relatively low-cost material that can be easily and accurately cut to the overall design
specifications of each frame sub assembly. It can also be ordered in long extrusion lengths which
drastically decreases the cost per foot and given the large footprint of our project there was no
other material that supplied the rigidness, and cost requirements. The 80/20 skeleton framing was
further supported by half-inch plexiglass on the bottom to increase the overall stiffness of the
subassembly frame. The plexiglass flooring also acted as connection points for printer
components but as well as increased the thermal resistivity of the 3D printer to ensure thermal
requirements could be met. After the entire enclosure was built the next challenge was to ensure
the print conditions of Ultem can be met. To ensure the temperature requirements can be met the
entire 3D printer subsystem has to be completely enclosed and insulated. To heat the enclosure, a
single 24V heating element was used along with a heated print bed and two 65W heating
elements for the hot ends to quickly and effectively raise the ambient temperature of the printer.
Knowing that the 3D printer along with the convection oven needed to be completely insulated,
it made sense to find a form of insulation that can be ordered in high quantities and also has high
thermal resistivity to prevent sizeable amounts of heat loss. Ceramic fiber kiln insulation was
purchased and fixed to the outside plexiglass walls of the 3D printer. Being able to order the
insulation in a large roll that met the width requirements dictated by the cross-section dimensions
of the framing material made it the clear choice for our project.

2.2.2 Gantry System (Print Head)
Regarding the nomenclature of any parts within this system, refer to Print Head for detailed
illustration.
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The design of the print head posed the most challenges to the overall design of the 3D printer.
Given our budget constraints, we sourced an old and broken 3D printer to use strictly for
components. However, this printer wasn’t configured in the way our project required. So, with
the components of an old 3D printer, two major axes had to be converted to work in nontraditional ways. The vertical drive motor for the z-direction of the 3D printer had to then work
in conjunction with the horizontal drive component in the x-direction. To achieve this, a motor
carriage was designed to be pushed and pulled in the x-direction which allowed for the vertical
drive motor to translate in the same direction. This raised several challenges of its own, such as
stability, or size constraints due to the required minimum print volume. To overcome this, a
stepper motor was mounted to the back of the 3D printer frame in parallel with a belt driven rod
with two tensioning points. The first was aligned with the shaft of the rear mounted stepper
motor and another in the center of the 3D printer to be able to push and pull the carriage across
the top of the 3D printer by turning the shaft on the rear mounted motor. The belt tensioner in the
center of the 3D printer required another belt roller adjacently aligned to work in conjunction
with the carriage resulting in two hinge points to be pulled along. The roller was recessed inside
a bracket that also acted as a guide rod housing to allow for increased stability for the carriage
which had recesses on each side to allow for bearings to fit around the guide rods to allow for
smooth translation. To decrease the load on each individual guide rod from the carriage
assembly, two ten inch 80/20 sections were cut and tabs were added to the top of the carriage to
loosely-fit in the dove-tail slot of the 80/20. This helped hold the carriage up and decrease the
overall friction acting on each guide rod surface from the carriage without much added frictional
resistance from the tabs. To completely fix the vertical drive motor to the carriage, two identical
brackets were used to mount the motor in the center of the carriage using long bolts to fix the
brackets to the motor and the motor to the carriage. The brackets allowed for multipoint fixation
to prevent slight motor rotation and any slight linear movement.

2.2.3 Extrusion System (Extrusion Head)
Regarding the nomenclature of any parts within this system, refer to Extrusion Head for a
detailed illustration.
Designing the extrusion head came with similar challenges to that of the print head. However,
the connection between the print head and extrusion head had to be extremely stiff for ensure
accurate printing. This meant that there had to be seamless and smooth translation so that for
every micro step the print head took it would essentially pull the extrusion system along its own
guide system to provide accurate printing. Because the print head used a recycled lead screw
attached to a stepper motor that acts as the z-direction, this meant the entire extrusion head had to
be raised or lowered as the print increased in height. This means that the lead screw had to be
shorter than the desired print resulting in requirements for the extrusion head to be tall enough to
ensure clearance for the max height of the print, but also be able to touch the print bed for precise
layer height and calibration. To ensure the extrusion head would only translate in the desired
direction, two eight-inch sections of 80/20 extruded aluminum were used to center the H-shaped
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vertical driving connector. Two linear roller bearings were attached to the vertical drive
component and translated across the 80/20 sections to provide smooth translation for the entire
extrusion head as the print head is pulled along the top of the printer. Two high temperature hot
ends were attached to the threaded bolt holes in the bearing to minimize possible deflection by
increasing the number and complexity of components. To drive filament to the hot ends
themselves, two separate filament extrusion motors had to be attached to the top of the printer
while capricorn tubing was attached to the tube fittings on the extrusion motors and the hot ends
to provide steady and controllable filament to each hot end for accurate and precise filament
extrusion to the print bed.

2.3 Translational System
Regarding the nomenclature of any parts within this system, refer to Translational System
Subassembly for a detailed illustration.
The translational system of NJECT-3D had two main but vital goals, to act as the y-direction of
the 3D printer, and translate the final 3D printed mold through the annealing process to the
injection molder where it could be sheared off the build plate and indicated into place. Each
stage of the NJECT-3D process came with constraints and challenges that had to be overcome
during the design phase of this particular subsystem. Due to the wide-ranging variety of options
to accomplish this task, a weighted decision matrix was developed to lay out each potential
mechanical configuration to analyze the ability of each to overcome the challenges presented
through the multi-stage process. To work harmoniously with the 3D printer, a stepper motor was
utilized with an acme lead screw to drive the print bed the entire length of the multi-stage
process. Taking-into-account the thermal resistance of the material, precision capabilities, and
cost, utilizing a lead screw was clearly the best option.
Stability of the system was also a requirement that had to be addressed. Given the weight of this
particular system, it was supported by two one-by-one-inch 80/20 extruded aluminum sections
spanning the entire length of the translation process. The build plate assembly was further
supported by four UHMW-PE bearing pads that loosely fit in the dove-tail slots of the 80/20 rails
allowing for lower friction translation. These bearing pads were chosen for their cost
effectiveness, but the temperature capabilities of UHMW is considerably lower than the
temperature required for printing and annealing Ultem 1010, adding a new constraint to the
overall design of the subassembly.

2.3.1 Power System
Using a stepper motor to drive the translational system was truly the only acceptable solution.
Given that there were several stopping points along the NJECT-3D process, the built-in encoder
to track the overall distance traveled from the home position in the 3D printer made that process
accurate and repeatable. It was also important to work in congruence with the 3D printer which
utilized stepper motors for both major axes. This would allow for the same circuits, controller,
and program to be used allowing for easy troubleshooting and calibration.
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2.3.2 Temperature Regulation
To overcome the lack of conformance between the material properties of the UHMW-PE bearing
pads and the required temperature range by two processes of NJECT-3D, ceramic fiber
insulation was used to add a temperature resistive layer between the heating elements and the
bearing pads. The insulation was compressed between the two aluminum sheet layers, one that
separates the build plate from the insulation on top and one on the bottom that the flange nut
mounts to for the build plate assembly. The ceramic fiber insulation came from the same roll that
insulated the 3D printer and was chosen for its high thermal resistance and overall formability to
ensure the clearance requirements were met between the top of the build plate and the bottom of
the injection molder base plate.

2.4 Convection Oven
Regarding the nomenclature of any parts within this system, refer to Heated Oven Subassembly
for a detailed illustration.
While Ultem 1010 and other high temperature thermoplastics have high strength properties,
further treatment is needed to maximize the strength. 3D printing has an inherent flaw in that the
uniform layers need to bond to one another during printing. The better the bond between
concurrent layers, the stronger the part. Most common high temperature 3D printers retain heat
by utilizing a combination of chamber and bed heating. Similarly, both heating methods were
used in the 3D printing process of NJECT-3D. However, the resultant ambient temperature
wasn’t hot enough to perform the annealing process that was discovered to be beneficial. After
visiting the John S. Knight Center Design to Part Show, we found that Ultem 1010 must be at a
temperature much closer to the glass transition temperature specified in Appendix E than what
the 3D printer could provide. This temperature is the limit and should not be exceeded during
annealing, or the part could be distorted from its original printed dimension. Utilizing the Matlab
code in Appendix F written with the assistance of Professor GX Wang we were able to calculate
the anticipated annealing time for a mold of four-by-four-by-two-inches. We determined the
annealing time at four hundred degrees Fahrenheit needed to be around three and a half hours.
The variation in time can come from one injected part volume being larger than another. As the
injected part takes up more space the mold becomes thinner. The thinner the mold less time is
required to anneal the Ultem 1010 to achieve the same material properties.
To create a chamber that can reach the same temperature as a household oven, a high
temperature insulation was required. After considering the high temperature requirement and
overall cost for the amount of insulation required, ceramic fiber was determined to be the best
solution. Given the cost for a bulk amount and its ability to resist up to two-thousand degrees
Fahrenheit, ceramic fiber was a clear choice. The insulation ensured our heating element
maintained a constant ambient temperature inside the oven for long periods of time. If needed,
we were capable of increasing the overall thickness of the insulation by continuously layering
more sheets, resulting in a further decreased rate of heat transfer though the system.
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To construct the body of the oven, half-inch plexiglass was used to create the outer frame. The
material was sourced for free and given its easy ability to be machined it made construction
simple. However, plexiglass doesn’t have the thermal capabilities to withstand the required
annealing temperatures. Thus, the insulation had to be lined in the inside of the chamber rather
than the outside. This protected the body from melting while also being able to have an easy
construction process and being able to withstand the requirements of the annealing process.

2.4.1 Heating Element
There are many avenues that we looked at in order to heat our small chamber. The common
problem that we ran into was the balance between ability to control temperature, size, and cost.
The cheapest and first option we looked at was the heating element in a smoker as this would
supply the wattage and heat transfer sufficient for annealing. Some of the small smoker elements
are capable of up to fifteen hundred watts. Our other electrical components will also draw a lot of
power. This became a problem because to use a large wattage heater we would overdraw most
household breakers. We also could not use a toaster element or something similar due to the time
we need to anneal. Over a few hours, the very small elements have a high potential to fail
quickly and could be potentially hazardous.
We got lucky when our electrical and computer engineer counterparts received a ceramic cone
element from the department. The element was taken from a small kiln and was proven after
testing to be capable of reaching the required working temperatures of our system. Our electrical
counterparts worked to determine how much amperage was necessary to heat our system to four
hundred degrees Fahrenheit. While we could test the oven for short periods of time, we never
had a mold to anneal so we could never test the material properties before and after to validate a
difference in strength.

2.4.2 Translational Interfacing and Enclosure Considerations
To insulate the mold in the annealing oven we designed a drop door for the entrance and push
style door at the exit. This was intended to be actuated by a pin that rotates and allows the door
to drop under the power of gravity. Once the body of oven was constructed, recycled 3D prints
were used to construct the guide channels that the door would actuate within allowing it to
translate vertically with insulation attached.
As the mold moves out of the oven, the door is pushed open by the print bed. This was originally
intended to be a single swinging door made from aluminum that would rotate around a rod on the
outside of the exit. However, during the build phase, several issues arose with this door style and
due to clearance issues with the door hitting the injection machine, we converted our single door
into a double push style door. This double door pushed open from the center and has overlapping
insulation to reduce heat loss in the system. The hinges were purchased and attached to the main
body of the annealing chamber with insulated plexiglass acting as the doors. This solution
allowed both doors to operate within the y-axis and framing requirements.
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2.5 Horizontal Injection Molding Machine
The successful manufacturing of the injection molder was extremely dependent on our ability to
acquire materials for a low cost, our access to machining equipment, and our ability to
seamlessly transition from the conceptual design of the machine into the embodiment design
phase. There were numerous roadblocks that we were presented with while navigating the
manufacturing process as many of the components of the injection molder needed to be custom
manufactured at the university machine shop.

2.5.1 Framing
Similar to the 3D printer subsystem of the project, the framing of the injection molder was
constructed entirely from 80/20 extruded aluminum. However, given the tolerance stack up from
the print bed translational system assembly, a two-inch by one-inch cross-section 80/20 was used
in contrast to a one-inch square cross-section. It was strategically designed to offer maximum
support to the baseplate of the injection molder to decrease potential deflection in the base plate
which will allow for a more consistent and precise indication of the mold. The subflooring of the
injection molder used the same plexiglass sheeting that was used on the 3D printer subassembly
to increase the overall stiffness of the framing and to raise the overall height of the injection
molder 80/20 framing to the same height as the 3D printer to allow for more seamless translation
from system to system. The addition of the plexiglass flooring allowed for increased bracketing
points for hidden stepper motors and versatile 80/20 mounting for optimal connection between
the translation system and the injection molder.

2.5.2 Base Plate and Alignment
Regarding the nomenclature of any parts within this system, refer to Injection Molder
Subassembly for a detailed illustration.
The main function of the base plate is to ensure components can be locked using a bolted
connection to their respective positions while attaining linear alignment. Rigidity of connections
and the base were some main design concerns for the injection molder as we were unsure how
much weight the overall system would bear in the center. We decided on quarter -inch as the
base plate thickness which ensured no deflection would occur, even if the machining process
would be slightly more tedious. The base plate was machined from a plate of A36 steel using a
band saw and has twenty-six thru-holes of varying sizes machined using a drill press. The thruholes allowed for bolted connections of the various components, provided a stable base to sit on
top of the frame, and allowed the mold housing to slide along its surface. Most of the holes were
sized slightly larger than necessary so that we could align all components within the x-direction.
A two and a quarter -inch slot was machined in the base plate using a band saw to allow the mold
space to be accepted from the translational system and later indicated into the mold housing.
Other alignment issues mainly focused on the z-direction, or height of the component. We
needed to account for the positioning of the rack and pinion motor bracket to allow for enough
space to indicate in the mold, height to allow the teeth of the pinion to drive the rack, and enough
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reach to compress flat against the nozzle bracket at full extension. We needed to also ensure the
barrel block and nozzle bracket holes were spaced properly to ensure the barrel could integrate
into the system seamlessly. The clamping motor housing alignment was also a closely watched
area as we utilized Matlab and pre-set motor shaft locations to calculate the angle of shaft
rotation (2.0.2.4 Crank Shaft Stroke).

2.5.3 Clamping System
Regarding the nomenclature of any parts within this system, refer to Injection Molder
Subassembly for a detailed illustration.
A slotted portion of the base plate is included within the clamping system, in which both are
reliant on the other to achieve an autonomous system. The clamping system of the injection
molder was designed to accept the translated printed mold, indicate that mold into the proper
position within the mold housing, and finally compress that mold against the nozzle bracket for
injection. This system is horizontal in orientation which was decided through our conceptual
design phase. To achieve autonomous integration with the translational system, the base plate
was slotted to accept the translated mold, and the mold housing was designed to contain
indication pins. The indication pins inside the mold housing were designed and implemented to
indicate the mold into the correct seated position within the housing. When the mold is
compressed the PLA breakaway supports shear away from the mold as the mold housing crosses
the base plates slotted section. Alignment issues occurred when the mold housing passed over
the slotted section so static guide pins were designed and implemented to keep the system
upright and linear. The guide pins allowed the mold housing to retain rigidity as it traveled to the
final compression location. Once the mold was accepted and indicated, we used a rack and
pinion connected to the back of the mold housing as the driving force for mold compression
against the nozzle bracket. The nozzle protrudes one-sixteenth of an inch from the nozzle bracket
and interfaces with the compressed mold. The mold itself was designed to accept the indication
pins and protruding nozzle.
There were several main design constraints when developing the clamping system. These design
constraints included but were not limited to: cost, indication autonomy, linearity in the x and zdirections, and compression force. To ensure a working solution to these constraints was
achieved, the clamping system went through multiple design iterations. Most iterations revolved
around finding solutions to issues within the autonomous indication and breakage of mold
supports. The compression force design constraint was alleviated by locating an Ultem 1010
datasheet and finding the ultimate tensile strength was below the expected force translated by our
rack and pinion drive. We also ensured Castigliano’s Theorem for the nozzle bracket proved
deflection was negligible (2.0.2.2 Clamping System Deflection).
Several manufacturing methods were used in the development of the clamping system. The
black-oxide 1045 carbon steel rack, 1045 carbon steel pinion, along with the 12V ten rpm
clamping motor were purchased pre-made. A plywood rack support was machined to size using a
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band saw and slotted using a manual milling machine to support the clamping movement. The
rack support was then connected to the base plate using a bolted connection. A one-inch long,
quarter-inch-thick aluminum pin was cut to length from rod stock using a chop saw. This pin was
connected to a drill pressed, quarter-inch wide, three-quarter-inch deep hole on the end of the
rack using two-part epoxy. The rack and pin were later connected to the back-side of the mold
housing using two-part epoxy and a quarter-inch deep drill pressed hole. To achieve an exact
four by four-inch internal square to accept the mold, the mold housing was machined in two
parts using a CNC milling machine. The selected material for the mold housing was a two-inch
thick, seven and three-eighths long, five-and-a-half-inch wide piece of 6061 stock aluminum.
The two parts of the mold housing consisted of two side pieces and one central piece, utilizing a
bolted connection. The slot in the base plate was machined using a band saw and all cut edges
were broken with a file. Further filing was done to both sides of the slotted base plate section to
allow the mold housing to slide across the slot without obstruction. The indication and guide pins
were cut to lengths of five and a half inches and eight and a quarter inches respectively, using a
chop saw and quarter-inch stock aluminum rod. The indication and guide pins were two-part
epoxied to the interior of the mold housing and the nozzle bracket respectively. The nozzle
bracket was machined to a size of five by five and a half inches using a free scrap piece of
presumably 6061 aluminum on a manual milling machine. Utilizing a CNC milling machine a
one and a half inch and half-inch bore at depths of three quarter and quarter-inch respectively
were each machined in the center of the nozzle bracket to allow the barrel to seat and the nozzle
to protrude one-sixteenth of an inch. This nozzle bracket was then secured to the base plate using
a bolted connection and two seventeen-millimeter-thick, three-inch-long, pre-made “L” brackets.
2.4.3.1 Mold Compression
Ensuring high pressure mold compression was a top priority action item during the design phase
of the project. The importance of mold compression is outlined by our metrics for success
requirements for a low volume part flashing and high injection resolution. Guaranteeing high
mold compression began with calculating the potential axial force acting on the mold clamp
housing from various translation system and motor configurations. The results were tabled and
the best solution was chosen considering overall system cost, mechanical complexity, and
resulting axial force. The resulting system utilized a 12V, ten rpm motor and a fifteen-tooth
pinion with a module of one was used to drive a three-hundred millimeter rack the required
linear distance to completely compress the mold against the nozzle bracket. This configuration
offered a cost-effective solution as well as provided one-hundred and seventy-nine pounds of
pure axial clamping force for mold compression. The mold clamp housing will be directly driven
by the rack to accept and indicate the mold into the requisite location giving the overall system a
mechanical advantage of one. Despite this force acting purely axial in the x-direction, the final
clamping force of the mold will be slightly less than calculated due to force lost due to friction
and elastic deformation as the rack slightly compresses the mold clamp housing to completely
clamp the mold halves together.
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2.4.3.2 Support Break
To ensure autonomous acceptance of the mold into the injection molder from the translational
system, a two-and-a-quarter-inch wide, five-inch-long slotted section was cut into the injection
molders base plate. This slotted section allows the mold to translate into place, indicate into the
mold housing, then compress against the nozzle bracket for final mold compression before
injection. One of the 3D printer’s dual-extrusion nozzles allows for PLA printing which is used
to print mold tree supports with twenty-percent infill. These tree supports under the main Ultem
1010 four-by-four-inch mold are breakaway supports that will shear apart from the main body of
the mold as the mold housing travels across the slotted section of the base plate. The supports
will shear off while simultaneously the mold housings protruding indication pins guide the two
printed mold sections into the housing.
During the conceptual and embodiment design phases of the injection molder subassembly, the
support break was one of the most challenging and varied sections. To build an autonomous
system that did not require human intervention but precisely and accurately accepted, indicated,
then compressed a mold required large amounts of planning. The end result was a 3D printer
capable of dual-extruding PLA and Ultem 1010, with a translational system capable of traveling
far enough in the y-direction for the base plate slot to accept the mold with supports, and a
shearing/indication system that can compress just the four-by-four-inch Ultem mold.
2.4.3.3 Indication and alignment
For the indication section of the clamping system, two indication pins were two-part epoxied into
the mold clamp housing. These two indication pins acted to slide into reciprocating thru-holes
printed into the mold, allowing the molds to stay in the desired position as the PLA supports
were sheared away. These pins protruded outside the mold clamp housings interior section while
being located behind the slotted section of the base plate to allow the mold to be accepted by the
slot then powered forward and beginning indication. The protruding pin length allows for the
mold to be indicated and fixed to the correct position in the z-direction before the supports are
broken away.
Alignment for the clamping system was imperative in the x, y, and z-direction. Ensuring that the
mold was indicated properly, the alignment of the indication pins in the z and x-directions
needed to reciprocate with the thru-holes drilled into the nozzle bracket. The mold housing
alignment in the x-direction was necessary to achieve a flat final compression position as it
traveled from initial position near the rack support to against the nozzle bracket. The y-direction
alignment necessity can be seen in the accuracy of the mold acceptance. Mold acceptance
derives from the translational system translating the mold into the slotted base plate section. The
slotted section and the two mold halves only have one-eighth of an inch clearance so the
translational axis and the base plate needed to be aligned properly.
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2.4.3.4 Safety Standards
The safety standard that NJECT-3D’s injection molder subassembly fell under was
ANSI/Plastics B151.1 for horizontal injection molding machines (Injection Molder Safety
Standard ANSI/Plastics B151.1). To conform to this standard, a closed guard was designed and
manufactured using plexiglass. This guard is to be used in accordance with the work instruction
outlined for our injection molder (Work Instruction NJECT-3D). The guard was designed to
lock onto the injection molders base plate with hooks and eye screws following the standard.
Also following the standard, Carbon air filters are used for ventilation to filter any harmful
volatile organic compound gasses.

2.5.4 Injection System
Regarding the nomenclature of any parts within this system, refer to Injection Molder
Subassembly for a detailed view.
The injection system was designed to function in a horizontal orientation which best integrated
into our overall machine layout and allowed for minimal human intervention during the mold
indication and injection processes. We elected to use a dowel-type injection system as they are
adequate for single-shot injection molding and can be manufactured at lower costs than the
alternative injection screw methods that are commonly used in large-scale industry injection
molding processes.
2.5.4.1 Pressure Barrel with Heating Band
For the pressure barrel, it was imperative that we chose a material that was inexpensive, strong,
and resistant to corrosion and wear. D2 tool steel was initially considered which is a commonly
used steel for injection molding machines, but after considering the cost and difficulty of
machining it was deemed a non-feasible option. Instead, 1018 hot-rolled steel was chosen which
is less corrosion and wear-resistant, but cheaper and easier to machine.
To maximize our injection volume, we determined a necessary pressure barrel length of eight
inches early on in the conceptual design phase of the project. Difficulties machining a nozzle
ourselves led us to purchase a pre-made nozzle. The nozzle was to be threaded into the pressure
barrel’s internal diameter of one inch; however, available nozzles with an initial internal
diameter of one inch had six to eight-week lead times. To solve the lead time issue while
retaining the necessary total pressure barrel length of eight inches, we designed a two-component
pressure barrel assembly. The entire pressure barrel subassembly was separated into a one-side
threaded barrel, a tapped and threaded collar, and a threaded nozzle. The collar threads into the
tapped portion of the barrel and the nozzle threads into the tapped portion of the collar. This
collar connects the pressure barrel and nozzle while allowing a taper down from the one-inch
internal diameter of the pressure barrel to the nozzle’s initial internal diameter of half-inch. Half
inch was selected and purchased because nozzles with half-inch initial internal diameter had
minimal lead times.
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Using a manual lathe, the barrel was machined with a half-inch diameter thru-hole to allow for
plastic pellets to be fed into the system along with three congruent quarter-inch diameter holes so
that the barrel could be mounted onto an elevated block using press-fit pins. This elevation was
necessary to achieve proper alignment in the z-direction between the barrel and the nozzle
bracket. Also, the heated section of the barrel and the collar were machined to a smaller outer
diameter of one and a half inches to ensure a proper fit with the heating band. Reducing the outer
diameter of the heated section resulted in a decreased wall thickness, resulting in a higher rate of
heat transfer from the heating band to the inside of the barrel. After the manufacturing of these
components, a black nitride coating was added to the pressure barrel assembly to provide the
necessary corrosion resistance, added hardness and toughness, and an overall smoother surface
finish.
2.5.4.2 Dowel Injection System
The dowel injection system was designed as a simple slider crank mechanism. Using kinematics,
the ideal arm lengths were calculated to provide the maximum injection stroke length to
maximize the injectable volume of molten plastic (2.0.2.4 Crank Shaft Stroke). To power the
crank, a 24V DC motor was used at a one-hundred and eighty-rpm operation point to ensure
complete injection into the mold. This operating point allowed for more momentum translated
into the molten plastic from the dowel to ensure enough energy was present for complete
evacuation into the mold. To manufacture each linkage, quarter-inch thick aluminum flat stock
was used. Because they would be directly attached to motor, two identical shorter links were
constructed for increased stability of the entire system. A simple quarter-inch pin was used to
join the two shorter links to the longer stroke arm. The stroke arm was made from the same
material; however, the width of the material was machined down to allow for more clearance
into the inner diameter of the barrel resulting in a longer complete stroke. The end of the stroke
arm was rounded and fit in the rear slot of the dowel. A pin then fixed the stroke arm to the rear
of the dowel allowing only for rotation, effectively creating an ankle joint. The dowel was turned
down on a lathe from the left-over material the pressure barrel was cut from. A one-thou
tolerance was added to the dowel to ensure smooth fitment as well as helping to prevent hot
plastic spray out of the rear of the barrel around the sides of the barrel. The dowel had a
machined taper on the front end to match the taper of the internal cross-section of the pressure
barrel collar. This was to ensure maximum plastic per injection cycle as well as to prevent
impact from the dowel into the front end of the barrel during the molding process.
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3. Parts and Costs
Description
80/20 - Silver Anodized
Aluminum, 1" x 1”, 10'
Length
80/20 - Silver Anodized
Aluminum, 1" x 1”, 5'
Length
80/20 - Silver Anodized
Aluminum, 2" x 1”, 8'
Length
80/20 Aluminum
Connector Set
Acme Lead Screw,
3/8"-8, RH, Stub
Acme Anti-Backlash
Flange Nut, 3/8"-8
Stub, RH, Plastic
Lead Screw Top Mount
80/20 Linear Bearing
Pad
1 3/4" Low Carbon
Steel Rod
Ceramic Fiber
Insulation

Quantity

2

1

Retail Cost
($)

McMasterCarr

37.17

McMasterCarr

19.7

1

52.72

2

11.99

3 ft

8.93/ft

1

34.57

1

12.88

4

2.43

1 ft

46.2/ft

1

49.9

Aluminum Stock

1

38.51

Fasteners
Injection Molder
Heating Collar
3D Printer Ambient Air
Heater
0.5" Big Bore Injection
Molding Nozzle
1/8" Thick Fluorescent
Red Plexiglass Sheet
24"x36"
24V 180rpm Dowel
Motor
12V 10rpm Clamping
Motor

1

30.00

1

31.34

1

14.99

1

19.2

2

37.64

1

82.99

1

49.59

Supplier

McMasterCarr

Sku

74.34
47065T101
19.7
47065T101
52.72
47065T107

Amazon.com
Roton

Roton

23.98
60896

26.79
34.57

19688

Amazon.com

12.88

8020.net

9.72

McMasterCarr

46.2
8920K72

Amazon.com

49.9

Ebay.com

38.51

Various

30.00

Grainger.com

2VXW1

Amazon.com
EMI Corp
McMasterCarr
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Actual Cost
($)

31.34
14.99

49-2-12ABS

19.2
75.28

85635K491

Amazon.com

82.99

Amazon.com

49.59

Clamping Rack

1

41.61

Clamping Pinion

1

13.68

Base Plate Material

1

33.6

Misc. Bolts, Nuts,
Washers, L-Brackets,
Paint, Epoxy, etc.
ELEGOO Mini Carbon
Air Purifier

McMasterCarr

X

150.00

1

31.99

McMasterCarr

41.61
2485N218
13.68
2664N11

Ebay.com

33.6

Ace
Hardware,
McMasterCarr

150.00

Amazon.com

Total

B086277CNQ

34.07

$1,063.66
Table 2 – Bill of Materials for NJECT-3D.

3.1 Funding
To bring this project to fruition, it was understood that our team would need more than what was
made available to us by the department of mechanical engineering. In recognition of this, a few
of our members decided to join a marketing competition directed by the National Science
Foundation and The University of Akron Research Foundation known as the “I-Corps Sites
Program”.
This was a seven-week program in which teams from various design and research groups formed
a cohort to discover the market segments that each of their projects fell into. Throughout these
seven weeks, each group was required to conduct a total of twenty-one interviews with
individuals who worked in or with relevant industries that their project impacted. Our group
specifically targeted current and former employees in the additive manufacturing industry. At the
end of each week, a virtual meeting was held in which each group could talk about the progress
they made with the various cohort instructors. After the successful completion of the program,
our team was awarded a total of $1,000 to help fund the creation of NJECT-3D. This additional
funding was essential to the project’s completion as every dollar went into purchasing the
necessary parts and raw materials. See Appendix H – Certificates and Awards for an attached
certificate of completion.

3.2 Labor
The labor involved in the design and build phase of this project was immense. Between all five
team members, we estimate having spent close to three thousand hours in totality working on the
project. As outlined in our previously submitted detailed proposal, we all had chosen a “dreamsalary” of $125/hr. This would amount to an extreme total of $375,000 in hourly labor while
working on NJECT-3D. The sum is clearly immense, but not unrealistic as this is less than what
design firms bill major companies hourly for design labor.
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4. Conclusion
In retrospect of the time and effort our team invested into turning such an ambitious project idea
into reality, it’s hard not to feel proud of all that we were able to accomplish in a span of fifteen
months. This project took each and every one of us out of our relative comfort zones and
presented many challenges that could not have been anticipated. Although the challenges we
were faced with were frequently daunting, they created opportunities to learn in ways that are
invaluable to our group of young engineers. Working in a multidisciplinary environment showed
us that the success of a project with such a wide scope was largely dependent on consistent
communication and reminded us of the real-world value of such collaboration. Despite all of the
setbacks and mistakes that were made, we were able to successfully put all of our minds together
and create the very machine we had all conceptualized back in February of 2021.

4.1 Accomplishments
This group of nine truly accomplished a lot over the past fifteen months. Between each
individual subassembly of NJECT-3D to making all of them work in unison was a true example
of exceptional teamwork and hard work. From completing I-Corps and securing funding, to
ordering the required materials and building a semi-functional prototype this project took the
individual skillsets of everyone involved to get to our stopping point. The exceptional
mechanical aptitude and ability to think outside-the-box was what brought our project to fruition
and we truly believe with more funding and time we would have been able to take NJECT-3D to
the next step of what we all envisioned it to become. Despite our lack of time and funding, we
sourced an extreme number of components as cheaply as possible, and to end up with a one-toone scale model of what we collectively spent thousands of hours designing is something our
group is exceptionally proud of.

4.2 Uncertainties
With every mold design there can be uncertainties in the product. Even molds with weeks
between lead times has the potential for injection errors, flashing, and other issues that can
plague mold design. The large benefit to our system is to test for mold design trial and error in a
rapid manner. This means getting to a satisfactory product faster than current processes. Despite
the potential issues plastics face during these processing methods, NJECT-3D can still be easily
seen as a proof of concept for additively manufactured injection molds. A proof of concept
process that can be further proven to be a worthwhile investment before a lengthier and more
costly process of subtractive manufacturing of a metal mold.
Given the strength properties anneal Ultem 1010 offers, it was concluded that with a plastic mold
we will be able to get repetitive hits and thus get multiple parts from a single mold. Given that
we were unable to test our molds we are uncertain as to how many hits we can actually get per
mold. This has a lot to do with the part’s acceptable parameters because as the mold is injected
with molten plastic at high pressures we expect the mold to deform over time. How much the
mold deforms and how fast we do not currently know.
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The materials that will be compatible with our system are theoretically any injectable plastic with
a glass transition temperature lower than Ultem 1010. We anticipate the closer that we inject to
the glass transition temperature, the more of an issue we will have with the part wanting to
adhere to the mold. Because of this we were anticipating on injecting polystyrene which has a
significantly lower glass transition temperature and would allow us to inject with minimal
problems.

4.3 Ethical considerations
We see our system having little impact on the job force and will serve only to improve and
expedite already existing processes. Today most CNC and CAM machine operators who work
for tool and die shops will stall have to produce molds that are intended for mass production and
other high-volume applications. But NJECT-3D offers a process for creating products otherwise
not financially feasible to machine molds for but also to quickly iterate part and mold designs for
rapid adaptation. NJECT-3D still requires an engineer to design a part, but should be able to
generate a mold given a standard mold shell and generate the cavity based on the outside
dimensions of the design component. Once a company or individual needs a mold for mass
production, the machine shop will still need to be contracted to machine the final mold. Because
of this we do not see any positions directly affected by our process while dramatically reducing
wasted production lead time.

4.4 Future work
As we look towards the future of our original concept, a large theme came as we had to heavily
considered costs with very limited funding from our department. While most low-end printers
cost as much as we were given for our whole project, securing additional funding and reducing
our scope was a constant theme as we embarked through the construction of our project.
Many of our components were constructed as we used scrap material and machined our
components by hand. While this allowed us to quickly build components there are other
manufacturing methods to achieve greater accuracy. With more time, we could have tool pathed
our designs using MasterCAM and utilized university CNC machines to manufacture the parts.
This becomes very important for parts with alignment requirements as a necessity for trueness.
This can be seen in our y-axis which due to manipulation and lack of straightness became
warped. Being able to machine our 3D printed motor components would also have allowed for
higher tolerances and thus would have gained us better print accuracy.
The oven being constructed from recycled materials would be metal in a future design. Not only
is this a safer option, but it is also more robust for the intended application that we designed. The
oven could be further integrated in subsequent versions by integrating the door with an electronic
controller. Not only would this allow the doors to seal better but will also allow the bed to reset
without the requirement to manually reset the door position. The doors could be actuated by a
simple servo motor and interface with the same controller that operates the 3D printer motors.
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The injection system we designed was intended as a single shot injection. This means the part
has to be manually extracted between each hit of the mold. For a future design iteration, we
would first upgrade the dowel system to an injection screw so that subsequent shots could be
quickly delivered to the mold. This would also better mix the heated plastic and allow for a more
homogenous part. As we gain the capability to inject part after part, we must also be able to eject
the parts so that the mold can be hit and filled again. By adding ejector pins the part would be
pushed out as the mold retracts and prepare itself for the next hit.
Many high temperature 3D printers on the market today use direct drive extrusion. Given our
budget constraints this was not a feasible option. A direct drive extrusion is typically resilient to
higher temperatures due to a mostly metal construction and also would help feeding and translate
into a better print quality.
Due to our collaboration with the electrical and computer engineering counterparts, the cross
collaboration between our departments and our individual requirements became a challenge. All
of our PCB, power drivers, and other components had to be created from scratch. This added
complexity to an already ambitious project. In the future, integration of already proven and
integrated electronics would greatly help advance the timeline and result of this project. RepRap
3D printers and other open source controllers could serve as a better starting point than a fully
custom control system. Arduino and other simple micro controllers could control separate
subsystems and be used to communicate between components.
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Appendix A – Requirement and Verification Table
Testing Procedures:
The testing procedures for this project will be directly tied to verifying whether or not we
accomplished our goals laid out as metrics for success. The metrics for success are five criteria
which we compare to the output performance of our machine to gauge the overall successfulness.
The specific order is negligible as an order of overall importance, but they list as follows.
1. To be able to maintain a flatness within one-tenth of an inch on the outside surface
between both four-inch sides of the mold. The “top” of the mold is negligible.
2. Injection molded part flashing is no greater than 10% of the total volume of the part.
3. The final injection molded part can consistently produce an Ra between 10 and 42, inside
the SPI c-range of surface finish for plastics and metals.
4. Mold life of minimum ten cycles, mold failure would be a result of failing any of the
above listed criteria.
5. Complete the entire process from print start to final injection in less than a 24-hour cycle
time.
With these five metrics determining the success of our project, it’s fairly straight forward to
determine testing procedures that can verify whether or not they were met. To verify the flatness
of the 3D printed mold, a height gauge will be utilized in conjunction with a calibrated antivibration table to mitigate error in measurements and will work in compliance with ISO 12781-2.
The volume of the final injection molded part compared to the volume of the outside flash will
be measured by separating the flash from the final part, and weighing both separately on a
calibrated gram scale. With the material properties of the injection plastic known, the mass of
each can be divided by the same density leaving the final volume of each section. The volume of
the injection flash can be divided by the final volume of the injection molded part resulting in a
percentage difference between the two. If the result is no greater than 0.1, or ten-percent, then the
metric will have passed.
To measure the surface finish of a finalized injected part, a calibrated surface roughness
comparator will be used on the most ideal surface for measurement. The Ra, or roughness
average, will be calculated by measuring all the peaks and valleys above or below the centerline,
taking the average and measuring the difference between the average line and the centerline. The
absolute value of the result will be taken, leaving the final value as positive Ra in micro-inches,
this testing procedure shall work in compliance with ISO 25178-6. To gauge mold life, the mold
will be injected ten times and all measurements listed above shall be conducted in between each
cycle. If the mold completes all ten cycles without failing then it will be listed as a pass, if it fails
once, then it must consecutively pass two extra cycles while finishing the remaining cycles in the
test. For example, if the mold fails at cycle seven, it must then pass all five consecutively to be
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considered a passing mold, if it fails a single test in any of the remaining cycles then it is
automatically deemed a failure. The overall cycle time of the machine will be measured using an
embedded software counter that will begin at the precise moment the first motor on the 3D
printer gets a signal and will stop at the final movement of a motor on the injection molder. As
long as the counter reads any value less than twenty-four hours for this specific cycle then the
metric will have been successful.

Tolerance Analysis:
The straightness and surface finish of the mold will be directly affected by the layer height of the
print and the diameter of the extrusion nozzle. A 0.4 mm extrusion diameter nozzle made from
highspeed steel with an internal friction coefficient of approximately 0.035 will be used to
minimize surface roughness. This will be paired with a layer height between 0.2 mm and 0.3 mm
to minimize print time but this also be a driving factor in minimizing surface roughness (print
resolution).
To minimize flashing a DC brushed motor will be used to clamp the two halves of the mold
together. A rack and pinion drives the clamping piston forcing the two halves together, but the
force from the motor is adjusted to minimize flashing without cracking the mold.
Table 3: Mechanical Engineering Metrics for Success
Requirement
Verification
1. To be able to mechanically move This metric is a success due to the
successful design and
all three axes of the 3D printer
manufacturing of the 3D printer.
independently.
2. Have a minimum injection
volume of three cubic inches
within an eight-inch barrel
length.
3. To be able to heat a sealed
chamber to four hundred degrees
Fahrenheit and maintain that
temperature

This metric is a success due to the
calculated volume achieved with
barrel internal diameter and stroke
length of the dowel. Also,
successful operation of the
crank/dowel system and motor.
This metric is successful because
of the insulation on the inside of
the chamber.

Pass/Fail
Pass

Pass

Pass

4. To be able to compress the mold
with at least one- hundred andfifty pounds of pure axial force.

This metric relies on successful
operation of the rack and pinion
motor and mold housing.

Pass

5. To be able automatically to
indicate and clamp a mold

This metric is a success due to the
successful design and
manufacturing of an injection

Pass
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within the housing on the
injection molder

molder that can automatically
accept, indicate, and clamp molds.

6. To be able to prevent molten
plastic from blowing out of the
rear of the barrel

This metric failed because there’s
no rear seal behind the injection
dowel to only allow for plastic to
exit through the nozzle.

Fail

Table 3 – Mechanical engineering metrics for success.

Table 4: Overall Project Metrics for Success
Requirement

Verification

Pass/Fail

1. To be able to maintain a
flatness within one-tenth of an inch
on the outside surface between both
four-inch sides of the mold. The
“top” of the mold is negligible.

This metric relies on printing and
measuring a mold from our 3D
printer. We have not achieved
successful printing of an Ultem 1010
mold.

Fail

2. Injection molded part flashing is no
greater than 10% of the total volume
of the part.

This metric failed due to our inability
to print an Ultem 1010 mold and test
the flashing from an injected part.

3. The final injection molded part
This metric failed due to our inability
can consistently produce an
to print an Ultem 1010 mold and
Ra between ten and forty-two, inside measure the RA of an injected part.
the SPI c-range of surface finish for
plastics and metals.
4. Mold life of minimum ten cycles,
mold failure would be a result of
failing any of the above listed
criteria.

This metric relies on injecting into a
printed mold. Both of which have not
been achieved.

5. Complete the entire process from
print start to final injection in less
than a twenty-four-hour cycle time.

This metric relies on the assumption
the software worked properly. If the
system worked as intended, the cycle
time from printed mold to injected
part would be sub twenty-four hours.

Table 4 – Overall project metrics for success.
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Fail

Fail

Fail

Pass

Appendix B – Mechanical Drawings
NJECT-3D Complete Assembly

Figure 7 - NJECT-3D Complete Assembly.
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3D Printer Subassembly

Figure 8 - 3D Printer Subassembly showing all three axis of print motion and extrusion.

Figure 9 - 3D Printer Frame made from 80/20 extrusion.

Click Link to Return to Written Report Location: 2.2 3D Printer.
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Print Head

Figure 10 - 3D Printer head assembly containing x-axis of motion.

Figure 11 - 3D Printer rear top motor mount.

Click Link to Return to Written Report Location:2.2.2 Gantry System (Print Head).
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Figure 12 - 3D Printer filament extrusion motor bracket.

Figure 13 - 3D Printer roller bracket.
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Figure 14 - 3D Printer guide rod bracket.

Figure 15 - 3D Printer horizontal motor bracket.
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Figure 16 - 3D Printer vertical motor mount.

Figure 17 - 3D Printer roller rod.
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Figure 18 - 3D Printer roller rod bearing bracket.

Extrusion Head

Figure 19 - 3D Printer Extrusion Assembly.
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Figure 20 - 3D Printer Extrusion center bracket.

Figure 21 - 3D Printer Extrusion center bracket.
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Figure 22 - 3D Printer 80/20 extrusion guide.

Figure 23 - 3D Printer 80/20 bracket.
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Figure 24 - 3D Printer large vertical guide rod.

Figure 25 - 3D Printer large guide rod bracket.
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Figure 26 - 3D Printer small vertical guide rod.

Figure 27 - 3D Printer small guide rod bracket.
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Figure 28 - 3D Printer large diameter bearing.

Figure 29 - 3D Printer small diameter bearing.
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Injection Molder Subassembly

Click Link to Return to Written Report Location: 2.5.2 Base Plate and Alignment, 2.5.3
Clamping System, 2.5.4 Injection System

Base

Figure 30 - Injection molder base plate.
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Figure 31 - Injection molder closed guard.

Clamping System

Figure 32 – Injection mold housing center.
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Figure 33 - Injection mold housing sides.

Figure 34 - Injection clamping system rack support.
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Figure 35 – Mold clamping guide pin.

Figure 36 - Mold clamping indication pin.
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Injection System

Figure 37 - Injection System nozzle bracket.

Figure 38 - Injection System L-bracket for nozzle bracket.
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Figure 39 – Injection System pressure barrel assembly.

Figure 40 - Injection System nozzle.
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Figure 41 - Injection System throttling collar.

Figure 42 – Injection System pressure barrel.
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Figure 43 - Barrel block.

Figure 44 - Injection System dowel.
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Figure 45 – Injection System outer stroke crank arm.

Figure 46 – Injection System center stroke crank arm.
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Figure 47 - 24 V Motor support bracket.

Figure 48 - 12 V Motor bracket.
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Translational System Subassembly

Figure 49 - Print bed translational assembly.

Figure 50 - Translational insulation plate.

Click Link to Return to Written Report Location: Translational System Subassembly.
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Figure 51 - Translational print bed.

Figure 52 - Translational support plate.
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Figure 53 - Translational nut bracket.

Figure 54 - Translational bearing pad.
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Heated Oven Subassembly

Figure 55 - Heated annealing oven assembly.

Figure 56 - Heated oven body.

Click Link to Return to Written Report Location: Heated Oven Subassembly.
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Mold and Part

Figure 57 - Part from mold negative.

Figure 58 - Printed mold assembly.
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Appendix C – Electrical Elements
PCB Layout

Figure 59 - PCB Top Copper Layer.

Figure 60 - PCB 3V3 Copper Layer.
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Figure 61 - PCB Bottom Copper Layer.

Figure 62 - PCB Copper Ground Layer
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Circuit Diagrams

Figure 63 - Power source circuit diagram.

Figure 64 - Controller ports circuit diagram.
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Figure 65 - Thermocouple and limit switch circuit diagram.

Figure 66 - Heating circuit diagram.
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Figure 67 - Injection motor driver circuit diagram 1.

Figure 68 - Injection motor driver circuit diagram 2.
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Figure 69 - 3D Printer interface circuit diagram.

Figure 70 - Stepper motor circuit diagram.
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Appendix D – Gantt Chart

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CUSTOM GANTT CHART

Milestone

Assigned To:

Progress:

Date Started:

Days:

100%

10/4/2021

0

10/4/2021

0

3D Modeling and
Drawings
3-D Printer
Frame Design

Nate

100%

Door Design

Nate

100%

Direction Conversion Design

Nate

100%

Extrusion System

Nate

100%

0

Hot End Research and Design

Logan

100%

0

Extrusion Nozzle

Logan

100%

0

Chamber Insulation

Cam, Logan

100%

Door Design (maybe
mechanical)
Build Plate Design and
Research

Logan

Translation System

0
10/25/2021

10/4/2021

0

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

10/4/2021

0

Power Screw Design

Cam

100%

10/4/2021

0

Framing and Track Design

Cam

100%

10/15/2021

0

Convection Oven

100%

0

Insulation Research

Logan

100%

10/4/2021

0

Heating Element Research

Logan

100%

10/4/2021

0
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Oven Design

Logan

Injection Molder

100%

10/4/2021

0

100%

10/4/2021

0

Frame and Plate Design

Kody

100%

10/4/2021

0

Injection Molder Plate

Kody

100%

10/4/2021

0

Brackets

Kody

100%

10/4/2021

0

Pressure Barrel

Kody, James, Cam

100%

10/4/2021

0

100%

10/27/2021

0

10/19/2021

0

Heating Element (Induction
Collar)
Temp. and Pressure Sensor
Research

Nate, James

100%

Injection System

Kody

100%

Research on best injection
option

James

100%

DC Brushless Motor
Research

Nate

100%

0

Nozzle

Kody

100%

0

Flow Research

Kody, Cam

100%

11/11/2021

0

Nozzle and Sprue Design

Kody, James

100%

11/112021

0

Clamping System

0
10/4/2021

0

100%

0

DC Brushed Motor Driven
(Sprocket)

Nate

100%

0

Clamping Research
(Clamping)

James/Kody

100%

0

Nate/Kody

100%

0

Procurement and
BOM
Spec Motors (Injection
Molder)
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Spec Motors (3D printer)

Nate

100%

0

Spec Sensors (Injection
Molder)

Nate/James

100%

0

Order 80/20

Nate

100%

Finalized BOM

Cam

100%

11/1/2021

0
0

3D Printer

0

Order 80/20 Connectors

Nate

100%

1/19/2022

0

Order Plexi

Nate

100%

1/19/2022

0

Order Ceramic Fiber
Insulation

Nate

100%

1/19/2022

0

Order/Acquire Aluminum

Nate

100%

1/19/2022

0

Order Extrusion Nozzles

Nate

100%

1/19/2022

0

Order Ultem 1010 Reel

Nate

100%

1/19/2022

0

Order Ambient Air Heater

Nate

100%

1/19/2022

0

Translation System

Nate

100%

Order/Acquire Aluminum
Plate

Nate

100%

1/19/2022

0

Buy Motors

Nate

100%

1/19/2022

0

Buy Heating Collar

Nate

100%

1/19/2022

0

Buy Nozzle

Nate/James

100%

1/19/2022

0

Buy/Acquire Raw Material

Nate/Kody

100%

1/19/2022

0

Buy Rack and Pinion System

Nate

100%

1/19/2022

0

Injection Molder

Simulation and
Testing
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Convection Oven Heating
Element

Logan/Nate/Karson

100%

0

Crank Simulation

Nate

100%

0

Convection Oven Heating
Simulation

Nate

100%

0

Heating Element
Temperature Testing

System Owners

100%

0

Final Assembly

100%

0

Final Assembly SolidWorks
Simulation

100%

0

Manufacturing
3D Printer
Frame
Cut and Assemble Project
Frame

Nate/Karson

100%

1/5/2022

0

Motor Housing

Nate/Kody

100%

1/19/2022

0

Guide Rod Stabilizer

Nate/Kody

100%

1/19/2022

0

Guide Rod Floor Brackets

Nate/Kody

100%

1/19/2022

0

Extrusion Nozzle Base

Nate/Kody

100%

1/19/2022

0

Manufacture Injection
Molder Base Plate

Kody

100%

1/19/2022

0

Manufacture Injection
Brackets

Kody

100%

1/19/2022

0

Manufacture Pressure Barrel

Nate/Kody

100%

1/19/2022

0

Gantry System

Injection Molder
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Black Nitride Pressure Barrel

Nate

100%

1/19/2022

0

Manufacture Crank System

Nate/Kody

100%

1/19/2022

0

Manufacture Hopper

Nate/Kody

100%

1/19/2022

0

Manufacture Dowel

Nate/Kody

100%

1/19/2022

0

Assemble the lower bracket

Cam

100%

1/12/2022

0

Print Encoder Holder

Cam

100%

1/12/2022

0

Assemble Translation
Components

Cam

100%

1/12/2022

0

Finalize 3d Model

Logan

100%

1/19/2022

0

Assemble Complete BOM

Logan

100%

1/19/2022

0

Progress Reports

Nate

100%

0

Cost Analysis

Nate

100%

0

Final Presentation

Group

100%

0

Roadblocks and
shortcomings

Group

100%

0

Meeting Notes

Kody and James

100%

9/3/2021

0

Final Report

Group

100%

5/1/2022

1

Interviews Tracking

James

100%

10/4/2021

0

Presentations

James

100%

Translation System

Convection Oven

Administration

NSF I-Corps
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Appendix E – Plastic Properties
ULTEM 1010 Data Sheet

Figure 71 - Ultem 1010 material properties.
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Polystyrene Data Sheet

Figure 72 - Laminated Plastics polystyrene data sheet.
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Polypropylene Data Sheet

Figure 73 - Laminated Plastics polypropylene data sheet.
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Figure 74 - Laminated Plastics polypropylene data sheet (Heat stabilized).
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High-Density Polyethylene Data Sheet

Figure 75 - Laminated Plastics high-density polyethylene (HDPE) data sheet.
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Appendix F – Matlab Code
Mold Annealing Time Estimate
function Mold_Annealing
%
%
Ultem 1010 annealed in the furnace
%
using the exact and approximate solutions for 1-D transient Heat conduction
%
of a plane wall with
%
x_star = 0: Adabiatic
%
x_star = L: Convective
%
%
Controlling parameter: Bi = hL/k
%
%
Steel plate:
L = 0.0127;
% m, only half is analyzed
k = 0.21;
rho = 1270;
cp = 2000;
alpha = k/rho/cp;
%
%
Furnace air convection heat transfer
h = 12;
T_inf = 204;
% oC air temperature
%
%
Initial temperature
Ti = 35;
% oC
%
%
ending center temperature
T_o_end = 190;
% oC
theta_o_end = (T_o_end-T_inf)/(Ti-T_inf)
% dimensionless temperature
%
%

Dimensionless group: Biot number
Bi = h*L/k

%
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
%
Exact solutions t_star = Fo
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
t_star = linspace(0,5,100);
theta_star_o = zeros(1,length(t_star));
theta_star_L = zeros(1,length(t_star));
%
%
find theta_star_0 at the center of the plate as a function of Fo
for i = 1:length(t_star)
[Theta_x_star] = Exact_Solution_Plane_Wall(Bi, t_star(i));
theta_star_o(i) = Theta_x_star(1);
% the first term at center
theta_star_L(i) = Theta_x_star(length(Theta_x_star));
% the last term at surface
end
%
%--------------------------------------------------%
Interpolate the ending dimensionless time,
Fo_end = interp1(theta_star_o, t_star, theta_o_end)
theta_s_end = interp1(t_star, theta_star_L, Fo_end)
%
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%
%
%

calculate the dimensional time t_end; Fo_end = alpha*t_end/L^2
t_end = Fo_end*L^2/alpha
% second
Calculate the dimensional surface temperature at t_end
T_s_end = T_inf + (Ti-T_inf)*theta_s_end
% oC

%
plot(t_star,theta_star_o,'b','LineWidth',1)
hold on
plot(t_star,theta_star_L,'m','LineWidth',1)
%axis([0 1 0.5 1.1])
xlabel('Fo')
ylabel('\theta^*_o')
grid on
%
plot([0 5], [theta_o_end theta_o_end], 'm--')
%
plot([Fo_end Fo_end], [0 1], 'k--')
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
%
Use the first-term approximate solution (Fo > 0.2)
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
[zeta] = Eigen_values_plane_wall(Bi);
zeta_1 = zeta(1)
C1 = 4*sin(zeta_1)/(2*zeta_1+sin(2*zeta_1))
%
Fo_end_app = -log(theta_o_end/C1)/zeta_1^2
theta_s_end_app = theta_o_end*cos(zeta_1)
%
t_end_app = Fo_end_app*L^2/alpha
T_s_end_app = T_inf + (Ti-T_inf)*theta_s_end_app
% oC
%
plot(Fo_end_app, theta_o_end, 'ro')
plot(Fo_end_app, theta_s_end_app, 'rs')
%
legend('Exact solution','1st-term Approximate solution')
text(3.62,0.85,'Bi = 0.7257', 'FontSize',12)
%
text(0.12,0.63,'Fo = 0.5', 'FontSize',12)
end
function [Theta_x_star] = Exact_Solution_Plane_Wall(Bi, Fo)
%
%
Analytical solution for 1-D transient Heat conduction
%
of a plane wall with
%
x_star = 0: Adabiatic
%
x_star = L: Convective
%
%
Controlling parameter: Bi = hL/k
%
%
Bi = 0.5
%
Fo = 0.02
%
%
find the eigenvalues
[zeta] = Eigen_values_plane_wall(Bi);
%
%
Initial dimensionless temperature
Theta_i = 1.0;
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%
x_star = linspace(0,1, 40);
% Dimensionless coordinate, x^*=x/L
%
theta_star = zeros(length(x_star),1);
% set up matrix
%
for j = 1:length(x_star)
for i = 1:length(zeta)
Cz(i) = 4*sin(zeta(i))/(2*zeta(i)+sin(2*zeta(i)));
AA = Cz(i)*exp(-zeta(i)^2*Fo);
theta_star(j) = theta_star(j) + AA*cos(zeta(i)*x_star(j));
end
end
Theta_x_star = theta_star;
end
function [zeta] = Eigen_values_plane_wall(Bi)
%
%
find all eigne values of eigen equation
%
of a transient heat conduction of a plane wall
%
clc; clear;
%
%
Graphics method
%
Bi = 0.5
f_z = @(z) z.*tan(z) - Bi;
x = linspace(0,100,1000);
y = f_z(x);
%
%
figure (1)
%
plot(x,y,'b--')
%
hold on
%
grid on
%
axis([0 20 -10 10])
%
xlabel('x', 'FontSize', 14)
%
ylabel('Function f', 'FontSize', 14)
%
title('Eigenvalues of Heat Equation')
%
%
use "incsearch" to find the brakets
xmin = 0;
xmax = 200; ns = 1000;
xb = incsearch(f_z,xmin,xmax,ns);
%
%
Find all solutions using the Bisection method
[nr, n1] = size(xb);
root = zeros(1,nr);
for i = 1:nr
[root(i),fx,ea,iter]=bisect(f_z,xb(i,1),xb(i,2));
end
%
%
find eigenvalues
j = 0;
for i = 1:2:nr
j = j+1;
Eigenvalues(j) = root(i);
%
plot(Eigenvalues(j),0,'ro')
end
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zeta = Eigenvalues;
end
function xb = incsearch(func,xmin,xmax,ns)
%
incsearch: incremental search root locator
%
xb = incsearch(func,xmin,xmax,ns):
%
finds brackets of x that contain sign changes
%
of a function on an interval
%
input:
%
func = name of function
%
xmin, xmax = endpoints of interval
%
ns = number of subintervals (default = 50)
%
output:
%
xb(k,1) is the lower bound of the kth sign change
%
xb(k,2) is the upper bound of the kth sign change
%
If no brackets found, xb = [].
if nargin < 3, error('at least 3 arguments required'), end
if nargin < 4, ns = 50; end
%if ns blank set to 50
%
%
Incremental search
x = linspace(xmin,xmax,ns);
f = func(x);
nb = 0; xb = []; %xb is null unless sign change detected
for k = 1:length(x)-1
if sign(f(k)) ~= sign(f(k+1)) %check for sign change
nb = nb + 1;
xb(nb,1) = x(k);
xb(nb,2) = x(k+1);
end
end
%
%
if isempty(xb) % display that no brackets were found
%
disp('no brackets found')
%
disp('check interval or increase ns')
%
else
%
disp('number of brackets:') % display number of brackets
%
disp(nb)
%
end
end
function [root,fx,ea,iter]=bisect(func,xl,xu,es,maxit,varargin)
%
bisect: root location zeroes
%
[root,fx,ea,iter]=bisect(func,xl,xu,es,maxit,p1,p2,...):
%
uses bisection method to find the root of func
%
input:
%
func = name of function
%
xl, xu = lower and upper guesses
%
es = desired relative error (default = 0.0001%)
%
maxit = maximum allowable iterations (default = 50)
%
p1,p2,... = additional parameters used by func
%
output:
%
root = real root
%
fx = function value at root
%
ea = approximate relative error (%)
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%
%

iter = number of iterations
if nargin<3,error('at least 3 input arguments required'),end

%
test = func(xl,varargin{:})*func(xu,varargin{:});
if test>0,error('no sign change'),end
%
if nargin<4|isempty(es), es = 0.0001;end
%
if nargin<5|isempty(maxit), maxit = 50; end
%
%

Iteration to find the root by bisection method
iter = 0; xr = xl; ea = 100;
while (1)
xrold = xr;
xr = (xl + xu)/2;
iter = iter + 1;
if xr ~= 0,ea = abs((xr - xrold)/xr)*100; end
test = func(xl,varargin{:})*func(xr,varargin{:});
if test < 0
xu = xr;
elseif test > 0
xl = xr;
else
ea = 0;
end
if ea <= es | iter >= maxit,break,end
end
root = xr; fx = func(xr, varargin{:});

end

theta_o_end =
0.0828
Bi =
0.7257
Fo_end =
4.4522
theta_s_end =
0.0600
t_end =
8.6856e+03
T_s_end =
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193.8658
zeta_1 =
0.7614
C1 =
1.0944
Fo_end_app =
4.4521
theta_s_end_app =
0.0600
t_end_app =
8.6854e+03
T_s_end_app =
193.8658
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Figure 76 - First term Fourier analysis of mold annealing.

Slider Crank Travel Function and Animation
%Nathan Anderson
%Senior Design 2
%Slider Crank Code
close all
clear all
clc

Set up
r2 = 1.76; %in
r3 = 6.2; %in
% Set up for animation
figure
axis (gca, 'equal');
axis ([-10 15 -10 10])
zz(3,:) = [0, -1.08];
% Angles
th2 = deg2rad (0:20:720);
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% Angluar speed
om2 = 1;

Loop
% i is the time to run the animation for
for i = 1:50

th1 = -om2*(i/10);
aph = asin((r2*sin(th1))/(r3));
% Distance between Slider and stationary point
r1 = ((r2*cos(th1)) + (r3*cos(aph)));
% Positions of links and joints
zz(1,:) = [r1, 0];
zz(2,:) = [r2*cos(th1), r2*sin(th1)];
% Plot the results
plot (zz(:,1), zz(:,2), 'o-')
title ('Slider Crank Mechanism')
axis ([-10 15 -10 10])
pause (0.01)
end
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Figure 77 - Slider crank range of motion graph.

Value log
rpm = 180;
r = 1.76; %in
l = 6.2; %in
o = 1.08; %offset
alpha = 15:1:154;
x = r.*cosd(alpha) + sqrt(l^2 - ((r.*cosd(alpha) - o).^2));
sl = max(x) - min(x);
sp = alpha(:,1);
ep = alpha(:,end);
tdc = ep-sp; %Total Degree Change
rev_total = tdc/360; %final revolution count
rev_time = (rev_total/rpm)*60; %cycle time (sec)
n = 4; %Number of load cycles
sa = (ep-sp)/n; %Angle change per load cycle
%Plotting Values
figure (1)
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plot(alpha,x,'r','LineWidth',1.5)
grid on;
hold on;
xlabel('Angle (deg)');
ylabel('Distance (in)');
title('Angle vs. Distance');
%Dummy Code
a = 0:1:360;
y = r.*cosd(a) + sqrt(l^2 - ((r.*cosd(a) - o).^2));
figure (1)
plot(a,y,'b-.');
xline(15)
xline(154)
str = {'Operating','Range'};
text(40,5,str,'Color','red','FontSize',12)
z = [sl, tdc, rev_time, sa];
fprintf('\n-------------------Crank Characteristics-------------------\n')
fprintf(['Stroke Length (inches): %4.4f\nTotal Angle Change (degrees): %4.4f\n',...
'Full Stroke Time (seconds): %4.4f\nAngle Change per Load Cycle (degrees): %4.4f\n'],z)

-------------------Crank Characteristics------------------Stroke Length (inches): 3.8513
Total Angle Change (degrees): 139.0000
Full Stroke Time (seconds): 0.1287
Angle Change per Load Cycle (degrees): 34.7500
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Figure 78 - Crank angle vs. linear travel distance.

Appendix G – NJECT-3D Standards/Instructions
Injection Molder Safety Standard ANSI/Plastics B151.1
Referencing: ANSI / PLASTICS B151.1 – 2017
American National Standard for Plastics Machinery
Safety Requirements for Injection Molding Machines
Approved: 6 JANUARY 2017 by the American National Standards Institute
Application: NJECT-3D Horizontal Injection Molding Machine Subassembly
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Work Instruction NJECT-3D
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Appendix H – Certificates and Awards

Figure 79 - I-Corps certificate of completion.
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